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About This Content

The general purpose GP38-2 road switcher joins the Norfolk Southern stable for Train Simulator.

As the successor to the previous GP38, more than 2,000 GP38-2 mode 5d3b920ae0
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Like other reviews, I bough this thinking it would be a nice addition to my collection. I was wrong. I tried it out and found out
all the sounds (engine sound, horn, AND bell are all recycled from the BN/BNSF GP38-2. I know you can change it, but still is
very annoying they didnu2019t change it. There are also a couple issues with the cab controls (the brake lever Dosent work). If
you want it, I recommend getting it during a sale, itu2019s not worth itu2019s full price.. Like other reviews, I bough this
thinking it would be a nice addition to my collection. I was wrong. I tried it out and found out all the sounds (engine sound, horn,
AND bell are all recycled from the BN/BNSF GP38-2. I know you can change it, but still is very annoying they didnu2019t
change it. There are also a couple issues with the cab controls (the brake lever Dosent work). If you want it, I recommend
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